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..- This paper presents a brief summâry of the
research vrork acconpLished on runway skid
resistance and hydroplaning by the USAF.
The research objectives erere to develop a
standard evaLuation system for determining
the skid resistance and hydroplaning potential
of Air Force runways and to develop optimurn
corrective techniques for improving skid
resistance properties of airfield pavernents.
fhe paper describes the evaLuation system
developed around the Mu-Meter and the Diago-
na11y Braked vehicte (DBV).

Research conilucted by USÀF, NASA, and FÀA has
led to the present. skid resistance evaluation pro-
gram used by the Air Force" itre recom¡nended
improvements, vihen required, have also resulted
from research on ¡netÌ¡ods to improve pavement
friction/hydroplaning characteristics.

A brief evaluation and history of these
research projects and how they have been consoli-
dated into a standardizecl skid test systen is
included to shor¿ how the skitl evaluation system
has evolved and is attempting to use the latest
information.

History l-eading to Plesent Skid EvaLuation Program

Higher tanding speeds of jet aircraft, togeth-
er with the increased number of rr¡et weather land-
ings pernitted by improved instrument J.anding
systems have focused attention on aircraft ground
operations during inclement weather. The cost of
Air Force skid/hydroplaning accidents has been
substantÍaL ($8.5 ¡niLlion between 1970 and L9?5
attributed directly to unsafe surface conditions).
Ä co¡nprehensive program of research, evaluation,
equi¡xnent inprovement anil procedural change has
been developed since the early 1970s. The expec-
tation is that the program will begin to shov,
results in the near future.

Since the early 1960s when tÌ¡e problem was
first apparent, there has been an effort underway
to ilevelop a technique to assess runway conditions
on a near reaL tine basis and to inform the pilot
vrhat to expect at touchdown. or¡e of the early
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devices developed and used for this Purpose r¡as the
James Brake Decelerometer (Inspection DeceLerometer).
This device consisted basically of a penduJ.um con-
nected to an indicating needler the needl"e recorded
the deceleration due to dispJ.acement of the pendu-
lum. The .fames Brake Decelerometer (JBD), mounted
j-n a stock vehicle (sedan or station wagon), beca¡ne
the standard Air Force equiprnent to determine the
Runway Condition Reading (RcR) of the pavement, a
number that could vary fron 0L to 26. The number
provided the pilot a neans of estimating how his
aircraft. r^¡ouLd react when the aircraft toucheil down

on the runv¡ay surface (1).
Unfortunatel.y, results from the James Brake

Decelerometer vrere often not repeatable, i.e.,
results were affected by a number of variables
including the driver of the vehicle, the vehicle
itself, and the techniques used in conducting the
test. In short, the device did not have the capa-
bility of predicting the stopping distance of an
aircraft nor of predicting when the aircraft was
likeJ.y to encounter hydroplaning situations. It
soon becane apparent that this device was not t¡e
ans$rer to the question of hor¿ to measure skid
resistance properties of wet runways. A better
method vras sought (2¡ p. 44-4A) .

In the ¡nid-L960sr the British began development
of a device to measure the coefficient of friction
of an airfield pavenent. The result of this devel.-
opment work was the Mu-Meter, a s¡naLl trailer unit
designed to furnish a continuous graphicaL record
of the pavenent coefficient of friction. fhe Mu-
Meter is described later.

In 1968, the Nationai. Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) deveLoped a promising skid
resistance measuring device, the Diagonally Braked
Vehicle (DBv). EarLy exploratory tests indicated
a rel-ationship existed between wet to dry stopping
distance ratio (sDR) of this vehicle to a similar
ratio of an aircraft. In 1969 and 1970, the USAF

participated with NASA in a project called rrcombat

Traction" (Ð. Àn instlunented C-141 aircraft ¡vas

test Landed at a number of airfiel.ds to measure the
aircraft SDR. In addition, SDR measurernents were
¡nade with a DBv and deceLeration neasurements \tere
¡naile with a JBD. Ihe test resuLts showed the JBD
vras unretiable; the DBV, hovùever, did show promise
as a measuring device to Predict aircraft stopping
distances. Project "Combat Traction" was extended
to include comparison betereen a Boeing 727, a DC-9
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and the resul-ts obtained with the M L Aviation Mu-
Meter and a DBV (3 and Ð. Based on the comparisons
both the Mu-Meter anCl the DBV sho!.red sone promise
of being abLe to predict the stopping distances of
aircraft (3r 4, and Ð. There is, however, a need
for many more experiments. The analysis wj-1l re-
quire evaluation of the conparison betvreen Mu-Meter
and/or DBV results with each individual aircraft
and for each tl¡pe of surface. This r¿ould probabLy
result i.n a reLationship between thê DBV and/or Mu
and each aircraft. with pavement type being one dis-
tinguishing parameter. Since the stopping charac-
teristics will change with the pavement finish,
t]æe of aggregate, wear resistance of the aggregate,
etc., the generalized relationship with pavement
type as a para¡neter woui-il probabl-y not be reliable
or repeatable.

More recent USAF research has focused on quan-
tifying all the factors affecting aircraft stopping
distance performance. with this information, plans
v¡ere to develop a design for a skid measurement
vehicle or utiLize a presently avail-able skid
measurement vehicLe to arrive at an input for a
system for predicting the stopping distances of
landing aircraft. Presently the fu¡rds are not
avaii.able for continuation of the project and it
appears that the research v¡il-I be terminated prior
to final ilesign of skid evaluation equipment. Thus
the prediction systen will not be finalized at
this time.

Another area of skicl resistance research is
pavement surfaces. FAA and the USAF research has
continued on írnproved surfaces fox asphal-t type
pavenents r¿hi1e the FAA has also continued research
into developing an optimu¡n pitch/depth pattern for
run¡,¡ay grooving. (Because of the potential problems
in grooving asphalt the USAF has not generally
grooved asphalt runways.) USAr research has also
dealt with testing, construction and evaluation of
porous friction and surface seal type bitumínous
treatments. In addition to tlese major projects,
three minor projects are being eval-uated for poten-
tial improvements in equipment reliabiLity and data
analysis.

One project is the evaluation of a self-watering
system for the Mu-Meter. The self-wateríng system
will be used to evaluate the surface texture of all
areas of the runway, where the present system
evaluates only selected parts of the runway. This
will hopefully fill the gaps left in the normal
testing procedures.

The second project has replaced the origj-na1 Mu-
Meter hydraulic load celI with a strain gauge Load
cell and graphical- readout in the cab of the to$ring
vehicLe. Ttris will reduce the vrorkload on the Mu-
Meter operator and increase the rel-iability of the
overal-l- system.

1*re third project is a study of available
deceleration curves fron the DBV- This is to check
if the types (partial, fuI1, viscous, dynanic) of
hydroplaning can be distinguished by use of the
deceLeration curves fron the DBV. If the various
types can be identified through evaluation of the
curves, this will serve as ailditional information
that can be used to deveJ-op a more comprehensive
report on the conclition of the pavement surface.

The present skid resistance evaluation equip-
ment (see the equipment section), procedures, and
l-imits have evolved as a result of the research pro-
gran. The limits of acceptability resulting from
these tests have been set at points where aircraft
(8-727 and DC-9) actually locked wheels on landing
(see Figures I and 2). The logical assumption made
vras that the SDR an¿1,/or Mu-Meter results observed
during tlese lockups, woul-d be an indicator that
the surface being tested vrould be susceptible to

hydroplaning (3 and 4). (Note: Tl¡e limits vary
between Figure 2 and Figure 6; this is a result of
changing to ASTM-E-524 standard tires on the DBV).

Skid Resistance Test

In the Air Force standard skid resistance test,
the skid resistance/hydroplanÍng characteristics of
a runvJay surface are evaluated by tvro types of test
equipnent, the Mu-Meter and the diagonally-braked
vehicle (DBV) . Itre test program consists of field
rneasurements of the pavement skid resistance,/hydro-
pLaning potential under dry and standardized arti-
ficially wet conditions. Other parts of the pro-
gram incJ-ude measurement of transverse sl-opes and
surface texture, The slopes and texture measure-
ments are conducted in traffic lanes on each side
of the run$ray centerline to evaLuate the surface
drainage and texture characteristics.

Equipment

The principal items of field testing equipment
consist of the Mu-Meter, the diagonally-braked
vehicle (DBV), tank truck for water application, a
device for neasure¡nent of the sJ-ope of the pavement
surface and the grease texture measurement kit.

The Mu-Meter is a small traiLer unit designed
and manufactured by M L Aviat.ion (Maidenhead, Berk-
shire, England) for the specific purpose of evaluat-
ing coefficient of frict.ion (MU) for runway sur-
faces. The Mu-Meter physically evaluates the side
slip force between the tires and pavement surface.
Figure 7 shows the towed-out vrheels and the load
cel1 used to ¡neasure the force pulling the wheels
apart. It is a continuous recording device that
graphicaLly records the coefficient of friction (MU)

versus distance along the pave¡nent. The frictj-on
measuring wheels are designed with 10 psi tires so
that the test vehicle vrhen tovred at 40 mph, gives
a speed equivalent to l-.2 times the theoret.ical
hydroplaning speed (33 mph). The system has been
¡nodifj-ed to replace the standard load cel-l r,¡ith a
strain gauge load cell and an in-cab Teadout of
the continuous graphicaL dispJ.ay.

The DBv is a specially instrumented vehicLe
which was developed by NASA to evaluate the stop-
ping characteristics of runway surfaces. The DBV

records the stopping distance of the vehicle in a
diagonally-locked wheel- mode fron a speed of 60 nph
(96.6Y'l¡t/Hr\ (2). The diagonally-braked wheels are
now equipped with ÀSTM E-524 test tires.

A water truck is furnished by the fire depart-
ment at the air base tested. The truck is fitted
with a spray bar for vrater application, tacho¡neter
for precise speed control and integral to the t.ruck
is a constant pressure discharge system. The water
is appl.ied in two passes. The truck is carefully
caLibrated so that each pass places 0.1 inch
(.254cm) of water on the test strip. Testing fol--
Lows immediatel-y after the second pass.

The slope measuring device consists of a rec-
tangular sectíon of aluminum [10 ft (3.0m) 1ong,
5,/8 inch (15.9mm) thick, ancl 2 I/2 inches (63.5run)
highl v¡ith machinist l-evels attachêd so as to de-
fine slopes from 0 to 2.0 percênt to the nearest
0.3. percent. The slope neasuring device is used to
measure transverse and longitudinal gradients in
the wheel path areas.

The grease smear texture kit consists of dis-
posabl-e 30 cc syringes, masking tape, ruler and
hard rubber squeegee. Texture measurements are
taken in each test. section.



Testing Procedure

The fieLd test procedure used for the evalua-
tion of skid resistance,/hydroplaning characteristics
of the runway surface is described in an Air Force
weapons lJaboratory Technical Report (Z). An out-
l.ine of the current test procedures foLlows:

1. GeneralJ.y five test areas of L0 feet (3.0m)
by 2000 feet (609.6m) are selected as a representa-
tive sampling of the entire rw¡I4ray surface (Figure 3).
Test sections are selected to examine the pavement
traction in (I) the aircraft touchdown areas, (2)
the runway interior along traffic lanes where n¡axi-
mum aircraft braking is normally accomplished, and
(3) the pavenent edge r+trich is representative of non-
traffic areas.

2. Transverse slope measurements are conducted
at 500 or Ì000 foot (I52.4m or 304.8m) intervals in
the wheel path areas on each side of the runway
centerline.

3. Surface texture neasurements are obtained
in each test section.

4. The water truck is caLibrated to discharge
0.1 inch (.254cm) of water.

5. fhe skid resistance test for the dry pave-
ment condition is conducted using the DBV and Mu-
Meter.

6. Skid resistance tests under a standardized
artificially vret condition are conducted as foLlows:

a. water is applied to the test area in two
passes. Each pass places 0.L inch (.254cm) of water.

b. DBv and Mu-Meter tests are conducted
inmediateJ.y folJ.owing the second pass of the htater
truck. The test is continued for up to thirty min-
utes after wetting, depending on the recovery rate.
Tests are conducted in both directions.

c. À11 water truck, Mu-Meter and DBV
operations are recorded versus time to the nearest
second. The sequence of operations is controlled
by radio.

Test Results

The pavement skid resistance results are
reported in terns of coefficient of friction (Mu),
as measured by the Mu-Meter, and the wet-to-dry
stopping distance ratio (SDR), as measured by the
DBv. Research conducted during Combat Traction II
has been used to define breakpoints in the values of
Mu and SDR vrhich define potentiaL hydropLaning prob-
l-em (see Sigures 1 and 2); these breakpoints are
shown on the charts in Tabl,e l-. While current tech-
nology does not permit. exact pre¿liction of aircraft
stopping distances, the charts provide a good ruJ.e
of thu¡nb for interpretation of data. The results
are tabulated, analyzed and published in runway skicl
resistance survey reports for each Air Force base
evaluated.

Friction Variation

Figure 4 shows the friction versus distance trace
as recorded by the modified Mu-Meter during the
first runs after wetting for several different sur-
faces. It shows the continuous variation of fric-
tion within the 2000 foot (609.6m) test sections.
Comparisons can be made with dry condiÈions which
are recorded in the data sections of the reports.
Sharp dips or rises indicate a change in surface
characteristics or the location of local ponding
areas. In an evaLuation, comparisons nay be ¡nade

betvreen various sections of the runway and the
probable hydroplaning areas pinpointed. Typically
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each runway will have touchdown areas r,¡ith the
highest probability of hydroplaning and edge sec-
tions (nontrafficked areas) with the lowest proba-
bility. Figure 4 presents several frictiontraces.
The bold trace shovts one minor ponding area approxi-
mateLy 440m (1400 ft.) into the test section. The
xeports present only the first trace recorded after
the surface is $retted, but as time alLo$rs drainage,
the traces are closeJ.y checked for trends to iden-
tify any ponding due to lack of adequate cross-
slope or excessive rutting. The transverse slope
measurements are used to heLp point out potential
problem ponding areas that are not tested by a wet
test procedures. The vJet test procedures also show
visually when and lrhere there are ponding problems
on the runway.

Friction Recovery With Time

Fj.gures 5 and 6 show the effects of time after
wetting on changes in surface friction for several
typicaL pavement types. 'Ihe figures de¡nonstrate
the natural drainage characteristics of the runvray
surface and times required for the friction in the
test sections to return to an acceptable condition
(assuming recovery in the 3O minute tine period).
If the section does not recover to an acceptabLe
1eve1 during the time pèriod, the runway or section
is a prirne candidate for runway improvements.
These curves were derived by plotting the average
coefficient of friction over the 2000 feet (609.6m)
test section or SDR versus time after vretting.
These recovery curves are typical of severaL types
of pavenents and of several- areas of the runway.
Itrese curves are affected primarily by pavement
surface texLure and pavement surface drainage.
Rates are aLso affected by weather conditions' such
as wind, free air temperature and pavement tempera-
ture. AIl variables are weighted by engineering
judgement when final analysis of a particular curve
is presented.

Data Reduction Program

The AFWL developed a co¡nputer analysis package
to process all data gathered in the standard test.
Data is recorded on standard forms desi-gned for
keypunching directly from the original data. out-
put from the analysis progran includes data surnrnary

charts for each test section, plotted curves show-
ing Mu vs ti¡ne and SDR vs tine for each test sec-
tion. The printout also incLudes !¿eather data
recorded during the testing of each runway (Ð.

Based on the recovery graphs, slopes, visual-
observation, grease texture measurements, weather,
Mu-Meter traces, and experience, the engineer can
develop an evaluation that will provide operators
with the expected response of his runway(s) during
vret weather operations.

Test Limitations

Research conducted to date allows identifica-
tion of runways (or parts thereof) where skid
potential is at a potentially dangerous level. In
these cases, the situation can be pointed out to
aircrews and remediaL action can be taken by the
civil engineer at the base. Tt¡ese recommendations
for tower advisories to aircrevrs or improvements
should help prevent potential skid,/hydroplaning
accidents. T'his nonquantitative identification of
potentiaL problem areas is the best we can do for
operators' since at the present time we cannot
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Table 1.

¡IT'-METER AIRCRAFT PAVEMENT RATING (7, ÀFWL-TR-73-I65)

EXPECÎED ÀTRCRAFT
BRAKING RESPONSEMU

GreateÌ Than 0.50

0.42 - 0.50

0.25 - O.4l

1.0 - 2.5

2.5 - 3.2

Good

Fair

Marginal

RESPONSE

No Hydroplaning Proble¡ns Are
Expected.

Transitional-.

Potential For Hydroplaning
For Some A,/C Exists Under
Certain Wet Conditíons.

Less Than 0.25 Unacceptable Very High Probability For
Most Aircraft to Hydropi.ane

STOPPING DISTANCE RATIO,/AIRFIELD PAVEMENT RÀTING (7, AFWL-TR-73-165)

SDR HYDROPLANING POTENTTAL

No Hydroplaning Anticipated.

Potential Not WelI Defined.

3.2 - 4.4 Potential For HydropLaning.

Greater fhan 4.4 Very High HydropJ,aning
Potent.ial.

Note: Technical Report No. AIWL-TR-73-165 (Source of Ratings) Adjusted
To RefLect Use of 15 Inch Tires on the Diagonally Braked Vehicle.

with any statistical reliability predict the amount changed, tests will bê conducted to detect any
of runway that it r,ril-I take for a gi.ven aircraft changes caused by new construction. fhrough a slow
to stop under a specific set of circumstances. l{e process of education, the base leveJ. engineers are
will provide infor¡nation based on breakpoints shown beginning to become aware of the problerns created
in Table 1 about the relative probabiJ.ity of incur- by lack of attention to specifications or lack of
ring a hydropJ-aning situation or other skid phe- compliance with specifications by contractors.
nomenao The USAF standard skid resistance test Through this education process, the Air Force will
and subsequent report will (1) determine/report if be able eventuatly to have n¡nway surfaces with
and where there is a potential hydroplaning problem such surface characteristics that the onty skid/
on the rì.¡nwayr (2) determine how serious the prob- hydroplaning accidents will be a result of either
lem is, if one exists, (3) permit base civil engi- extreme carelessness, mechanical malfunctions, or
neers to progran improvements and (4) give the extremely adverse weather conditions.
aircrews better knosledge of what to e)q)ect v¿hen

operating on the rr¡nway.
At, this time, the USA¡' considers that the use

of both the Mu-Meter and the DBV provides informa-
tion that would otherwise be unavailable if onty
one type of equipment was used in the evaluations.
Àn example of this is where excess bituminous
naterial is on the surface. lhe Mu-Meter will not
necessarily point out the problem but the DBV dry
stops will generally create enough heat to melt the
asphalt and a skid over the melted asphalt wiIJ.
result. lthis type of condition may present a haz-
ard to aircraft during both dry and wet weather
conditions.

Program Operation

The standard USAF skid resistance evaluation
program was started in FY?4. Since that time
inprovements have been integÌated into the proce-
dures. fhe progran wilL be continued for the fore-
seeabl-e future because of the lack of any more
reliable system. The Air Force Civil Engineering
Center at, IYndal1 AFB FL is program coordinator
for the USÀF. To date, most Air Force bases have
been evaluated and as base runway surfaces are
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